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WORTHING’S APPLIANCES
Article and photographs by Jon Godden

Worthing’s 1984 line up

With the news that West Sussex FRS had ordered 7 compact 
Volvo pumping appliances, two of which will be allocated to 
Worthing replacing the 06 plate Scania appliances, currently 
running as 2nd & 3rd WTLs, I thought it would be interesting 
to see which appliance had spent the most time allocated 
to Worthing. Both the current 2006 Scanias were new to 
Worthing, HX06 GMO as the 2nd WTL, (commissioned 
August 1st 2006) and HX06 OMH initially as first appliance, 
then moving to retained crewed 3rd WTL in July 2009 when 
replaced by HX58 KHW. HX06 GMO has remained as the 2nd 
appliance, being one of two Scanias from the 2006 batch 
fitted with CAFS, both of which were allocated as the only full 
time crewed 2nd appliances in West Sussex, at Worthing and 
Crawley (HX06 GMU) and have remained as the 2nd WTLs 
at these two stations ever since. HX06 GMO and GMU were 
the first CAFS fitted appliances in the county and were placed 
to provide a CAFS appliance to cover north and south of the 
County 24/7, fitted with a dedicated CAFs hosereel in the near 
side rear locker. No further CAFs fitted Scanias appeared until 
the 14 and 15 plate deliveries.

Back to Worthing, just looking at the current Fire station 
in Ardsheal Road, opened in 1962, and focusing on Dennis 
appliances the list is as follows
Reg Make / Type         Years allocated to Worthing Allocated as
SBP 136 Dennis F8 Pump 1954 (Old High Street Station) - 
1973  2nd & 3rd appliance
DBP 12G Dennis F44 WTL 1969 – 1973 1st
DPX 636L Dennis F49 WTL 1973 – 1987 1st, 2nd & 3rd
GBP 998N Dennis D WTL 1974 – 1979 2nd & 3rd
JCR 324P Dennis D WTL 1975 – 1977 2nd
LOW 307R Dennis R WTL 1977 – 1979 1st & 2nd
TCR 351T Dennis R WTL 1979 – 1980 1st & 2nd
TCR 349T Dennis R WTL 1981 – 1984 1st & 2nd
TCR 350T Dennis R WTL 1987 – 1992 3rd
XOT 160V Dennis RS WTL 1980 – 1987 1st & 2nd 
B417 UBP Dennis RS WTL 1984 – 1995 1st & 3rd
E613 JBP Dennis SS/Carmichael WTL 1987 – 1999 2nd & 3rd
J74 GRV Dennis Rapier/JDC WTL 1992 – 2004 1st 2nd & 3rd
N141 DPX Dennis Rapier/JDC WTL 1995 – 2006 1st 2nd & 3rd
T360 APO Dennis Rapier/JDC WTL 1999 – 2004 1st
HY53 AAF Dennis Sabre/JDC WTL 2004 – 2006 2nd

Scania and MAN Appliances
Reg Make / Type         Years allocated to Worthing Allocated as
HX53 WNU Scania P94D/CP28/JDC WTL 2004 – 2009 1st & 3rd
HX06 OMH Scania P270/CP31/JDC WTL 2006 – Present 1st & 3rd
HX06 GMU Scania P270/CP31/JDC CAFS WTL 2006 – 
Present 2nd
HX58 KHW Scania P270/CP31/JDC WTL 2009 – 2011 1st
HX11 HYH Scania P270/CP31/JDC WTL 2011 – 2014 1st
HX13 FOF MAN 15.290 / CDF WTL 2014 – 2016 1st
WX15 GLY Scania P280/CP31/JDC WTL 2015 – Present 1st

So the little F8 comes out as the longest resident, ordered 
in 1952, but not delivered until 1954, initially to the old 2 bay 
station in High Street, where she was squeezed in between 
the Bedford PE and ex NFS Austin TL, unable to turn out unless 
one of the other appliances was moved. Initially delivered in all 
over red, her bodysides became scratched by the silver buttons 
of fireman’s tunics rubbing on the side of the appliance as 
they squeezed past. Refurbished with all over silver aluminium 
bodysides and just red front scuttle, which was later repainted 
Coventry Yellow to match other yellow 1970s appliances at 
Worthing, where she served as 2nd and 3rd appliance until 
withdrawn in 1973, which means I sadly have no memory of 
this appliance. However, my favourite childhood appliance, 
Dennis F49 DPX 636L comes second at 14 years. This was 
the Worthing’s 1st WTL from new, and the one I had a very 
memorable tour round on a school trip in 1976, displaced to 
2nd appliance with the arrival of the first Dennis R in 1977, 
and then finally spending 8 years as the retained crewed 3rd 
appliance.

Special mention should also be made of DBP 12G, another 
machine I cannot recall at Worthing but was delivered about 
the time I was born and was the first Coventry Yellow appliance 
in the Brigade. This appliance had a long life, moving to 
Haywards Heath when this station moved from East Sussex 
to West Sussex in 1974, and ending its days as Crawley’s 3rd 
appliance.

There have been several long serving specials at Worthing, 
the ex NFS Austin K4 TL must be the longest. West Sussex had 
two of these appliances GXN 210 and GXN 215, built in 1943 
for use in WW2 and continued post war with front mounted 
Barton pump, running as Pump / TLs. GXN 210 was at High 
Street Worthing and GXN 215 at Chichester, but they were 
swapped round over the years, especially when GXN210s 
pump froze in 1962 and was wrecked, leading to both being 
refurbished and converted to pure TLs with the crew “cab / 
shelter” being removed. These were replaced by the arrival of 
the ERF SS85 HPs, Worthing receiving all Yellow FPO 135H, in 
1970, and Chichester LBP 773J in 1971. Worthing ran all three 
ERF HPs at some point, FPO 135 and LBP 773J both being 
written off in RTCs whilst allocated to Worthing although the 
latter was on the M6 at the time having been sent to ERF in 
Cheshire for modifications, and MPX 842J then moving from 
Horsham to Worthing. The pair of 60 foot TLs thus serving 
West Sussex for 26 / 27 years.

West Sussex received 3 Ford / Contact BACVs in 1973, CPO 
635L serving at Worthing for 20 years until 1993 when it was 
re-allocated to Shoreham as there was no space for it after 
the Mercedes Benz HRT replaced the smaller Range Rover/ 
Carmichael RT, KBP 550P (17 years at Worthing), these two 
having shared the 2nd bay for many years, the RT in front 
of the BACV. Land Rover 720 FPX also had a long innings 
delivered in 1962 and being replaced in 1979 by TCR 356T.

I have not really focussed on manufacturers other than 
Dennis, due to their long monopoly of West Sussex pumping 
appliances, although there were several Bedford appliances 
serving Worthing for many years. Bedford S, YBP 83, moved 
from High Street to Ardsheal Road as the Pump Escape, but 
was written off when it rolled on the way to a hoax call in 
1964, being replaced by 2063 BP which remained at Worthing, 
finally as 3rd retained appliance until 1975. Baby Bedford 41 
EPO was new to Ardsheal Road as 2nd pump, moving away 
in the 1970s.

Worthing line up 17th May 2015
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‘...DO COME AND LOOK AT 
DAD’S COLLECTION...’

Mike Bunn discovers yet more historical gems!
Following the publication of my book, ‘Fighting Fire in 

Essex’, in 2016, I wrote about the interesting post-publication 
discoveries enhancing and adding to my own research. Now, 
with the 2018 history ‘Fighting Fire in Warwickshire’ virtually 
sold out, I am following it up by giving talks about fire service 
history to local history and other interested groups. It was 
from one of these that I made contact with a lady whose 
father had served in the local fire service, a fact she, and he, 
were immensely proud of. Earlier, upon publicity being issued 
about the book, I was approached by another person who 
had some of his late father’s photos – ‘I thought you might be 
interested’ – I was!

As a result of these two valuable, and much appreciated 
contacts, I have been able to enhance and add to my local 
records. Much earlier, I had made contact with Alan Griffin, 
the author of the first account of the county’s fire history, 

‘A Noble Duty’.  Alan had served as a fireman in the 1960s 
and is a prominent historian focusing on the wider history 
of Royal Leamington Spa and Southam. Alan provided me 
with more information and valuable photographs of the early 
Warwick County Fire Brigade (WCFB) days.

I hope these initial contacts won’t be isolated as further 
talks are booked and I am confident of discovering yet more 
historical gems.

Walter Fudger

Divisional Officer Walter Fudger (arrowed) saluting ahead of the parade 
at one of Warwick County Fire Brigade’s Annual Reviews

A further view of the Review featuring slightly older appliances from 
days gone by!

I visited Mrs Wendy Shear at her family home in Lillington, 
a suburb of Leamington Spa. It was evident from the start 
of our conversation that she was pleased to share memories 
about her father’s fire service career, much of which had been 
carefully recorded in photograph albums.  Affectionately 
known by colleagues as ‘Fudge’, or ‘Wally’, it was clear (to 
quote Wendy) that ‘WCFB was his life’.

Early in his fire service career, Walter James Fudger was 
based at Worcester, firstly part-time with the Auxiliary Fire 
Service (AFS) and then full time on the outbreak of the Second 
World War. Duties took him to both London and the Coventry 
Blitz bombings.

Wartime training/exercise with trailer pump and running out hose

In 1942 he was appointed to the National Fire Service (NFS) 
Fire Risk Inspectorate, an avenue that was to pave a way for 
his future career for, when joining the newly created WCFB in 
April 1948, he became the Brigade’s first (and only, for a  time 
at least) Fire Prevention Officer. As expected, the department 
expanded rapidly over the eleven years he was there working 
from five main centres throughout the county. Rising through 
the ranks to Divisional Officer, he retired in 1973, the last 
uniformed officer associated with the formation of WCFB to 
finish his career in the same brigade.

Of course, Wendy Shear recalls, he had to take turns as Duty 
Officer turning out to incidents when needed. ‘Hardly anyone 
had a telephone in those days. A telegraph pole was erected 
in our back garden linked to another in a nearby road. Dad 
was paid rent for it by the GPO and there was a bell in the 
garden’. Wendy continued ‘In those days we didn’t own a car 
so he would cycle to the Adelaide Road fire station in town; on 
duty nights he brought home a red fire brigade van, YJF131.

(Above and right) ”One of the most memorable night-time fires occurred 
in the centre of Leamington in 1951 when the premises of A. H. Hayes in 
Bedford Street were destroyed. ‘Dad was duty officer that night and took 
charge throughout, but the famous furniture shop was left an open shell’.
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As the brigade’s Senior FP Officer, Mr Fudger spent time 
at the Home Office in London when the National Exhibition 
Centre (NEC) was being planned; his signature is on the 
original plans. The NEC was partly within the Warwickshire 
boundary. Back home, when evening FP inspections were 
made, he used a staff car. Wendy recalled her father inspecting 
theatres, cinemas and other entertainment venues checking 
fire curtains, fire exits, etc. There were no ‘vocals’ during the 
interval in case an evacuation announcement had to be made.

The photograph albums and memorabilia are a wonderful 
record of his fire service career. Wendy also has a uniform 
of his carefully stored. The photographs were stuck into an 
album and labelled, now retained by his daughter who proudly 
showed them to me.

A magnificent mounted fire engine bell (believed to have been carried 
by a London appliance) together with a wooden hammer was presented 
to him on retirement; Wendy regularly rings it! It was one of many gifts 

given to him to mark his retirement, being a most popular and well 
respected officer of Warwick County Fire Brigade.

John Garsed

Leading Fireman John Garsed at No. 9 (Midlands) Training School

I visited Andy Garsed twice at his home in Kenilworth after 
he contacted me regarding his late father, John Garsed. He 
followed a similar career path as Wally Fudger, answering the 
call for volunteers to join the AFS in 1936 at Sutton Coldfield, 
later serving as a Leading Fireman (L/Fm) with both the AFS 
and NFS.

Early AFS towing cars converted to carry equipment and tow a trailer 
pump; in this case, together with the crew it looks very overloaded! This 
type of vehicle was possibly an American Chrysler regarded as powerful 
‘gas guzzlers’. As such, with petrol shortages they did not last long once 
the purpose-built Auxiliary Towing Vehicles were delivered. John Garsed 

is on the left.

During the war John was seconded to the No. 9 (Midlands) 
Fire Training School in Sutton Park. As a Section Leader 
with the NFS, he qualified as a breathing apparatus wearer/
instructor on 24 January 1945, having attended a 10-day 
course. He continued to be a training instructor at the school 
until it closed.
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Photographs in Andy Garsed’s possession indicate his father was 
seconded to Erdington (Birmingham) at some time during the NFS 

period. Here is a Birmingham Leyland Escape Carrier (COJ 779), in NFS 
livery, in the Erdington station yard.

John Garsed was appointed to the new WCFB on 1 April 
1948 serving as L/Fm at Station 6 Sutton Coldfield. He was 
quickly promoted to the rank of Sub-Officer at the old South 
Division based at Leamington Spa before undertaking staff 
duties from September 1948. In April 1951 he was promoted 
to Station Officer based at the then WCFB HQ in Kenilworth 
Road, Leamington Spa.

Warwick County Fire Brigade HQ, Kenilworth Road, Leamington Spa. 
This photo is thought to have been taken just before the HQ moved 

to its new location in 1962. Many of the original officers and staff are 
featured including, in the ‘Officer Row’, Walter Fudger (fifth from left); 
next to him is Deputy Chief Officer Frederick Capron, then Chief Fire 

Officer ‘Bob’ Tanner. John Garsed, now an ADO, is fifth from the right in 
the same row.

Commissioning the new communications centre at HQ, Leamington Spa 
in the 1960s. ADO John Garsed took a leading role in its development 

and is pictured here (second from left). He oversaw the installation of all 
equipment, testing and commissioning so for the first time in WCFB’s 
history, all emergency calls throughout the county could be received in 

one location.

Closer examination of the information boards indicate there 
were four ‘live’ incidents at the time of the photograph: The 
Parade, Sutton Coldfield, store room attended by two local 
pumps; Deppers Bridge where a grass fire was being dealt 
with by a pump crew from Southam; a garage was on fire 
in Rugby (two pumps) and lastly an incident at The Green, 
Kenilworth. The ‘Not Available’ board is to the right and far 
left are maps of the county and neighbouring local authorities.

Promoted now to the rank of Divisional Officer in April 1964 
as SSO (Senior Staff Officer) and later having attained the 
age of sixty in 1966, he secured a twelve month extension 
as he was responsible for further reorganisation of WCFB’s 
communications centre at the Leamington HQ.

DO Garsed retired in late December 1967. At his retirement 
gathering a cheque presented by CFO Frederick Capron was 
returned by John for passing to the Brigade Benevolent Fund. 
A local newspaper article at the time highlighted his career 
and personal interests (including acting as a volunteer at the 
Tallyllyn narrow-gauge railway in Wales). He said ‘I am looking 
forward to my retirement, but I shall miss the comradeship of 
my colleagues, it has been outstandingly good. I feel privileged 
to have served in this brigade which I can sincerely say is one 
of the best in the country’.

Many of the ‘Garsed Collection’ of photographs feature 
training exercises at various locations, in particular Sutton 
Park. Some are included below.

Footnote: I later learnt of a link between these two men. 
Not only were they colleagues as WCFB officers, but Wally 
Fudger was Best Man to John Garsed at his wedding in 
September 1954!

No. 9 (Midlands) Training School - and others

Various views of the Training School
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Can’t you just feel the cold? No. 9’s hutments freezing in wartime winter 
(with probably just a coke stove in the middle). As can be seen in the 

group photograph, training continued regardless of the weather! Note 
too how the piles of snow were later disposed of!

This particular training school served the NFS Fire Forces 
of 23 Worcester, 24 Birmingham, 25 Staffordshire and 40 
Wolverhampton.

It has not been easy to find information about ‘No. 9’. The 
site was originally requisitioned by the Ministry of Works on 
land near Powell’s Pool within the 2,400 acre Sutton Park. It 
became a Civil Defence (CD) camp for the Mobile Reserve. 
Meanwhile, the CD developed regional and local training 
schools for members of the NFS and other wartime emergency 
services. Once vacated, the NFS moved in during August 1944 
and it must be assumed it was in use until the demise of the 
organisation. When the NFS left, the camp was used by the 
U.S. Post Office.

Within fire brigade circles and locally it was known as 
Bannersgate. Nearby was a Prisoner of War camp and 
elsewhere in the Park, new tanks from the Wolseley factory 
were tested. The national CD Rescue School was also at Sutton 
Coldfield, so it was not surprising when, towards the end of 
the war, a campaign to ‘take the park back’ was formed by 
local residents.

Other main training schools for the wider CD were 
established at Falfield (Gloucestershire) and Easingwold 
(Yorkshire). The former, at Eastwood Park was used by the CD 
as a principal wartime training school. Eastwood Park had a 
long and interesting history during and after the war. In 1949 

the Home Office ‘resumed’ (their phrase) possession of an 
earlier mock village built in the grounds in 1935 having streets 
of ‘houses’ with varying degrees of war damage inflicted on 
them for training purposes. With the onset of the Cold War, 
it was required for further training purposes, used up to 1968 
when the village was razed to the ground. There is no trace of 
it now. Meanwhile, the main house was used from 1936 as a 
civilian Anti-Gas School by the Ministry of Home Security for 
air raid precautions training. In 1945 it became No. 7 District 
Police Training Centre. It is still used for training courses – and 
wedding ceremonies!

Due to the seriousness of the Cold War threat, every fire 
brigade was required to appoint a senior officer or deputy 
responsible for civil defence in their area. It is possible that 
John Garsed would have attended meetings, probably at 
Falfield and elsewhere, on behalf on his CFO, or Deputy.

Believed to be later instruction sessions (at various locations) for members 
of the Cold War era AFS and others include erecting and filling mobile 

dam units and installation of multiple hose ramps for 6 inch pipes.
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